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Introduction : As humans know, light travels in a vacuum, if light meets any object, we can’t see the light back of the body,
and it is rough before the body and we do not realize the reflection of light. If the body is like a mirror we can perceive the
reflection of light. The reflection of light is because of the collision, between light and its surface, the surface is atoms that
build particles i.e., light has particles.
Methodology : Move the lamp, in the same direction as the light from them, at high speeds, and we depict that, in part of
(A thousand milliseconds of time) Light in a vacuum is a column floating in the air.

Results : Light became stronger, but it did not spread in the vacuum- and the speed of light is as great as it was added to
the speed of the lamp, and then after a certain distance, something obstructed the enormous speed, which it gained Light,
and then light begins to propagate, at its known speed among humans.
Conclusion : Light- if we move it at high speed, for example from right to left 30 thousand times per second- the gravity of
the universe will not realize the mass of light, and if we turn off and turn on the light 30 thousand times per second, we get
the greatest period of light mass birth, the state of pre-cosmic light control- because we repeated the birth of light mass.
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Introduction
The light is very fast, we cannot recognize his transition,
like moving water. To know the light transmission, we need
to study light, in milliseconds, and with moving the lamp, to
find out whether light is affected by motion, let's prove that
light is a wave, what is the truth of light ? Does light move by
its own? And is there any certain way to transmit light? This
is what will be discussed in this paper.
People think light spreads on its own, but what does shadow
mean? Light does not spread, like air, but reflected, and the
shadow is its reflection. If light spreads on its own, as people
think, the shadow would not have been produced. Due to the
behavior of light, to the opposite path, parallel to the shadow,
light, like the ideal employee, enforces labor and space laws
very quickly. Elasticity and collision between lights, does not
generate reflection, the reason is flexibility and speed of understanding between the particles of lights. Reflection is only
with solid objects; reflection can only be visible to the eye
with mirror surface. This proves that light has particles, and
light is affected by objects may be affected by movement, in a
thousandth part of the second time, the light of the standing
lamp looks like bread floating in the air, as the lamp moves, at
a speed of 140 km/hr, light is like a floating column in the air.
Then this column begins to take the form of bread floating in

the air, this proves that there is a system in the universe that
controls light, when light moves, its truth and its power appear. After a short time, it begins to spread, by the space system, or like an electron, outside the atom, it has no velocity.
The velocity of space controls the electron. When an electron
enters the atom, it turns, from mass to weight, by the gravity
of the atom, if we could prolong the life of birth of light (birth
of light it is such as the period of time during which the child
gets out of his mother's womb) independent of the cosmic
system, by the so-called mass of light, solar cells would work
perfectly, because we used pure light at full force.

There is a pre-diffusion stage, before the light is shifted from
mass to weight, due to the operation of the lamp, the birth of
the mass of light, and the movement of the lamp, the cosmic
system that controls light constant does not move, but the
layers of the cosmic fabric control light, because the cosmic
system is faster than motion the Flashlight.

Objectives
The main objective is to find out the truth of light and take
advantage of it. When we get the longest life span of the mass
of light, we can produce electricity if the sun dies.
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Material and Methods

Discussion

Materials: Professional camera, imagine in (1/1000) Seconds time and A car has a strong light, in a dark nighttime.

Since light is a wave, like water or sound, we discover the
following.

Methods: Filming and take picture of the car in a state of
stop, and then the motion state at speed 140 km/hr. the
camera is fixed on earth.

Analysis of Data: The picture of light in 1/1000 seconds time
and lamp move at speed 140 km/hr, the light become look
like, Floating column in air, and when the lamp not move
the light become look like Half disc, floating in the air. This
proves that light is a wave. Like water, it takes the shape of
the ocean.
Data source: By observation of Effect of lamp movement on
the light, with different speeds, we will understand light is a
wave, and the cosmic system controls it, There is a stage of
penetrating the cosmic tissue when the lamp becomes faster
than the cosmic system.
The following things are from my visual experience only:
1.

Professional camera depicted in part of a thousandth of
a second time.

3.

Photos with this camera, Stand away from the fast lane,
the cars at speed 120km/h, every car, its light, are like a
floating column in the air.

2.

4.

Photos with this camera, a parked car, and its lights are
working. You see the light floating bread in the air.

The car is parked, the light molecule, adapted to the
ocean, the speed of the light particle, is equal to the
speed of the ocean. Then the car moves, the light begins,
independent of the ocean, in a short time.

Results

Of experience, filming in a fraction, a thousand parts, a second time, The light particles of the parked car are floating
in the ocean, Means a light molecule, a parking situation, in
the ocean, After acceleration, for the car, the light becomes a
floating column in the air, But, the layers of the cosmic system, treat light, By publishing it in the ocean.
Therefore, the velocity of light propagation (Spread of light)
equations can be noted as shown in the Table 1.

Table1: The velocity of light propagation equations
The description
The Speed of the Light Particle is zero
Speed of moving the light particle Light was
affected by the Attractions From the nearest
Ocean
Speed deployment of Space to Light
Speed deployment of Water to Light
The Equation of Spreading Space to light :
Water diffusion Equation for Light

Icon
SLP = 0 m/s
SLPAO = 1 + 0 m/s
SSL = 299792458
m/s
SWL = 2250000
m/s
ESS=m/s= SLPAO
× 299792458
WEL=m/s = ESS(SSL-SWL) =
2250000 m/s

From 1/1000 second time, stop and move the lamp.
From the phase of lamp:

Stop phase: light looks like half disc floating in the air.
Move phase: light looks like floating column in air.

The electron particle simulates light particle. The electron is
outside the e-sphere of the atom.
The electron be floating or static- Depending on the state of
space

When it is affected by the attraction of a field it begins to
move at 1m/sec, and then moves according to the speed of
the field that attracted it in e-sphere of the atom at 2200Km/
sec.
Inside the light particle: Time is the place, the time of a light
particle varies by changing the location of the light particle.
From experience we discover:

In space the speed of light is constant and equal:
299792458M/S

In water the speed of light is constant and equal: 2250000M/S
The speed of light in space is because of the attractiveness or
composition of the cosmic fabric.

The speed of light in water is because of the composition of
water.
In stopping the movement of the lamp, the light takes the
shape of the ocean.

In moving the lamp light becomes a column floating in the
air.
And therefore Light needs texture of Space or water to travel
and spread.

Like an electron, Out of orbit becomes is a mass, within an
atom's orbit, it is a weight, due to the gravity of the atom's
nucleus.

This resembles Earth's gravity, a meteor- when it enters the
Earth's field, Earth gravity- manipulates and reduces meteor
speed, This proves that the universe has gravity- it controls
light, maybe it is the cosmic fabric, This is like an electron
outside the atom, it takes the vacuum speed, is equal to 1
meter per second, or more ( OR Zero meter per second, depending on the state of the space ), which is the mass state,
and when the electronic enters the atom, Its electron velocity becomes large, explains the weight of the electron, because the mass of the electron has turned into a weight, and
the reason the gravity of the atomic nucleus, Then the Light
is affected by movement, light needs a medium, Perhaps it is
the attraction of cosmic fabric or the laws of the field of light
transmission, or absorbent light.
The lamp and light are in the same direction, Flashlight
(lamp) and light outside cosmic fabric
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The result : Total speed of light = speed of lamp + speed of
light

This equation describes the physical state of the mass of
light, when the light enters in the Cosmic fabric, light turns
from mass of light to weight of light, the reason is effect
of cosmic gravity in the transmission of light. The speed
29979245 m/s is the speed of gravity of the cosmic fabric
to transmit light.

Light does not travel. The attraction of cosmic fabric absorbs
light after contact. Cosmic fabric sends light- Light travels
through the cosmic fabric at a speed of 29,979,245 m/s. This
speed is the speed of the cosmic fabric to transmit light.

Conclusion

If we can extend the life of the light mass by:

A- Moving the lamp from right to left, in ten centimeters, at
thirty thousand times per second, the cosmic fabric cannot
convert light from mass to weight.
B- The lamp turns off and works, thirty thousand times per
second, prevents light contact with the gravity of the cosmic
fabric. Condition- light freezes.
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This is useful in providing electricity production with solar
cells. Economically to use the mass of light, if the sun disappears.
The best way to invest light is from understanding the truth
of light.
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